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Question 1 [2]

What is the difference between a decision tree and a regression tree?

Question 2 [3]

Suppose the AQR algorithm’s STAR procedure, in the Specialize complexes in STAR to exclude Eneg by... subroutine, has thus far produced the STAR: (rainy = yes cloudy = true), (temperature = 20 rainy = no) and determined EXTENSION to be (rainy = no), (cloudy = true), (temperature < 50). What would STAR be after the execution of the statement: Let \( \text{STAR} \) be the set: \( x \land y, x \in \text{STAR}, y \in \text{EXTENSION} \);

Question 3 [5]

Would K-means or K-medoids yield better generalization ability? Discuss your answer.
Question 4 [5]
Name and discuss two classes of clustering methods.

Question 5 [5]
Comment on the feasibility of using genetic programming to perform hierarchical clustering.

Question 6 [5]
In general, most clustering algorithms require that the number of clusters to be used be specified beforehand. This tends to be problematic as one does not always know a priori how many clusters will be required (especially for new and previously unused data sets). Discuss a technique to circumvent or alleviate this situation.